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Glue the top roof pieces to the bottom ones as 
shown, covering the holes.

4

Add the � oor piece to the model as shown (with 
the narrow protrusion in line with the wall and 
the wide protrusion on the opposite end).

1

Assemble the top (cable+plate) and the bottom 
of the neons separately and then add the top 
piece to the bottom one.

3

Start the assembly of the main module with this 
piece.
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5

Add the wall with the door to the model.

6

Add the rear wall to the model as shown.
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8

Add this wall to the model. If the steps don’t line 
up with the holes, place your � nger behind them 
and push them slightly until all the steps sit � rm-
ly between two walls. 

7

Add all the narrow steps to the wall with the en-
trance as shown (with the slanted side pointing 
outside).

10

Remove the protective � lm and place the low-
er protrusion on the door into the hole in the 
lowest step. Place the hinge on top of the door 
and carefully push it into the slit.

9

Glue the topmost step to the stairway as shown.
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12

Add the two corner pieces to the model as 
shown.

11

� e assembled hinge should look like this.

14

Add the external wall piece with window to the 
other side of the module.

13

Add this wide wall piece to the model.
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15

Add the � oor support piece to the model as 
shown here.

16

Glue the bar with hazard stripes to the front of 
the model as shown.
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17

Add the two remaining bars to the model. Make 
sure the holes in them match the protrusions!

18

Place the � rst � oor piece inside and slide it under 
the bottom hinge.
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19

Add the second half of the � oor to the model.

20

Assemble the � oor hatch as shown.
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21

Place the � oor hatch into the hole in the � oor.


